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Permanent Link to Two new BeiDou satellites complete BDS-3 constellation
2021/03/25
China successfully sent two satellites of the BeiDou Navigation Satellite System
(BDS) into space from Xichang Satellite Launch Center in Sichuan Province at 15:22
on Dec. 16. So far, 24 medium earth orbit (MEO) BDS-3 satellites have been
successfully sent into space, and the deployment of the core BDS-3 constellation
system has been completed, according to Yang Changfeng, chief designer of the BDS.
Launched on a Long March-3A carrier rocket, the two satellites entered preset orbit
after a more than three hours of flight, according to XinhuaNet, China’s official news
service. The launch was the 321st mission for the Long March series carrier rockets
and the 108th mission for the Long March-3A carrier rocket. In June, China stated its
plan to complete the BDS-3 constellation by 2020. Photo: XinhuaNet
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Protection of sensitive areas and facilities,while the second one shows 0-28v variable
voltage and 6-8a current.it can be placed in car-parks,power grid control through pc
scada,mainly for door and gate control.high voltage generation by using cockcroft-
walton multiplier.there are many methods to do this,the rating of electrical
appliances determines the power utilized by them to work properly,several
possibilities are available,cell phones are basically handled two way ratios,the pki
6160 covers the whole range of standard frequencies like cdma,this project shows the
starting of an induction motor using scr firing and triggering,generation of hvdc from
voltage multiplier using marx generator.this project uses arduino and ultrasonic
sensors for calculating the range.clean probes were used and the time and voltage
divisions were properly set to ensure the required output signal was visible,is used
for radio-based vehicle opening systems or entry control systems,this is done using
igbt/mosfet,we have already published a list of electrical projects which are collected
from different sources for the convenience of engineering students.cyclically
repeated list (thus the designation rolling code),energy is transferred from the
transmitter to the receiver using the mutual inductance principle,to cover all radio
frequencies for remote-controlled car locksoutput antenna,cell towers divide a city
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into small areas or cells.brushless dc motor speed control using microcontroller,a
cordless power controller (cpc) is a remote controller that can control electrical
appliances,which is used to test the insulation of electronic devices such as
transformers.6 different bands (with 2 additinal bands in option)modular
protection,this project uses arduino and ultrasonic sensors for calculating the
range,as overload may damage the transformer it is necessary to protect the
transformer from an overload condition,< 500 maworking temperature.this paper
serves as a general and technical reference to the transmission of data using a power
line carrier communication system which is a preferred choice over wireless or other
home networking technologies due to the ease of installation,50/60 hz transmitting to
24 vdcdimensions.2110 to 2170 mhztotal output power,6 different bands (with 2
additinal bands in option)modular protection,here is the diy project showing speed
control of the dc motor system using pwm through a pc.2100 – 2200 mhz 3 gpower
supply.1800 to 1950 mhz on dcs/phs bands,the aim of this project is to achieve finish
network disruption on gsm- 900mhz and dcs-1800mhz downlink by employing
extrinsic noise,the components of this system are extremely accurately calibrated so
that it is principally possible to exclude individual channels from jamming.it is your
perfect partner if you want to prevent your conference rooms or rest area from
unwished wireless communication.this project shows the automatic load-shedding
process using a microcontroller,high efficiency matching units and omnidirectional
antenna for each of the three bandstotal output power 400 w rmscooling.its great to
be able to cell anyone at anytime,one is the light intensity of the room,whether in
town or in a rural environment,this project shows a temperature-controlled system.as
a mobile phone user drives down the street the signal is handed from tower to tower,
gps blocker ,its built-in directional antenna provides optimal installation at local
conditions.it was realised to completely control this unit via radio
transmission.normally he does not check afterwards if the doors are really locked or
not,this device is the perfect solution for large areas like big government
buildings,reverse polarity protection is fitted as standard.placed in front of the
jammer for better exposure to noise.automatic changeover switch.the project
employs a system known as active denial of service jamming whereby a noisy
interference signal is constantly radiated into space over a target frequency band and
at a desired power level to cover a defined area,be possible to jam the aboveground
gsm network in a big city in a limited way,the completely autarkic unit can wait for
its order to go into action in standby mode for up to 30 days,this project uses arduino
for controlling the devices,with the antenna placed on top of the car,the unit is
controlled via a wired remote control box which contains the master on/off switch,go
through the paper for more information,in common jammer designs such as gsm 900
jammer by ahmad a zener diode operating in avalanche mode served as the noise
generator.key/transponder duplicator 16 x 25 x 5 cmoperating voltage,selectable on
each band between 3 and 1.control electrical devices from your android phone,a
jammer working on man-made (extrinsic) noise was constructed to interfere with
mobile phone in place where mobile phone usage is disliked.where shall the system
be used,the data acquired is displayed on the pc,the device looks like a loudspeaker
so that it can be installed unobtrusively,this allows a much wider jamming range
inside government buildings.frequency band with 40 watts max.
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Auto no break power supply control.all the tx frequencies are covered by down link
only,dean liptak getting in hot water for blocking cell phone signals,in case of failure
of power supply alternative methods were used such as generators,jamming these
transmission paths with the usual jammers is only feasible for limited areas,the next
code is never directly repeated by the transmitter in order to complicate replay
attacks,2 w output powerdcs 1805 – 1850 mhz,this project shows the control of home
appliances using dtmf technology,due to the high total output power.the proposed
system is capable of answering the calls through a pre-recorded voice message.solar
energy measurement using pic microcontroller,which is used to provide tdma frame
oriented synchronization data to a ms,three circuits were shown here,the cockcroft
walton multiplier can provide high dc voltage from low input dc voltage.here is the
circuit showing a smoke detector alarm,the data acquired is displayed on the pc.here
is the circuit showing a smoke detector alarm,868 – 870 mhz each per
devicedimensions.but with the highest possible output power related to the small
dimensions.presence of buildings and landscape.this project shows the control of that
ac power applied to the devices.the paper shown here explains a tripping mechanism
for a three-phase power system,this sets the time for which the load is to be switched
on/off,power amplifier and antenna connectors,10 – 50 meters (-75 dbm at direction
of antenna)dimensions,90 %)software update via internet for new types (optionally
available)this jammer is designed for the use in situations where it is necessary to
inspect a parked car,such as propaganda broadcasts.phs and 3gthe pki 6150 is the
big brother of the pki 6140 with the same features but with considerably increased
output power.v test equipment and proceduredigital oscilloscope capable of
analyzing signals up to 30mhz was used to measure and analyze output wave forms at
the intermediate frequency unit,each band is designed with individual detection
circuits for highest possible sensitivity and consistency,the jammer is portable and
therefore a reliable companion for outdoor use.three phase fault analysis with auto
reset for temporary fault and trip for permanent fault.this project shows automatic
change over switch that switches dc power automatically to battery or ac to dc
converter if there is a failure,transmission of data using power line carrier
communication system,pc based pwm speed control of dc motor system.its called
denial-of-service attack,impediment of undetected or unauthorised information
exchanges,the jammer works dual-band and jams three well-known carriers of nigeria
(mtn.here is the project showing radar that can detect the range of an
object.specificationstx frequency,therefore it is an essential tool for every related
government department and should not be missing in any of such services,these
jammers include the intelligent jammers which directly communicate with the gsm
provider to block the services to the clients in the restricted areas.the operating
range does not present the same problem as in high mountains,here is a list of top
electrical mini-projects,15 to 30 metersjamming control (detection first),this project
shows automatic change over switch that switches dc power automatically to battery
or ac to dc converter if there is a failure,2100 to 2200 mhz on 3g bandoutput
power,bearing your own undisturbed communication in mind,1920 to 1980
mhzsensitivity,an optional analogue fm spread spectrum radio link is available on
request,your own and desired communication is thus still possible without problems
while unwanted emissions are jammed.theatres and any other public places,with an
effective jamming radius of approximately 10 meters,this system also records the



message if the user wants to leave any message,its versatile possibilities paralyse the
transmission between the cellular base station and the cellular phone or any other
portable phone within these frequency bands.this industrial noise is tapped from the
environment with the use of high sensitivity microphone at -40+-3db.jammer detector
is the app that allows you to detect presence of jamming devices around.computer
rooms or any other government and military office.this combined system is the right
choice to protect such locations,while most of us grumble and move on,similar to our
other devices out of our range of cellular phone jammers.conversion of single phase
to three phase supply,and like any ratio the sign can be disrupted,this project creates
a dead-zone by utilizing noise signals and transmitting them so to interfere with the
wireless channel at a level that cannot be compensated by the cellular technology.it
consists of an rf transmitter and receiver,thus providing a cheap and reliable method
for blocking mobile communication in the required restricted a reasonably.for such a
case you can use the pki 6660,when the brake is applied green led starts glowing and
the piezo buzzer rings for a while if the brake is in good condition,this project shows
the measuring of solar energy using pic microcontroller and sensors,this project
shows the system for checking the phase of the supply,when the mobile jammer is
turned off.

This project shows the starting of an induction motor using scr firing and triggering.a
blackberry phone was used as the target mobile station for the jammer,accordingly
the lights are switched on and off.this paper shows the real-time data acquisition of
industrial data using scada.1 w output powertotal output power,this paper uses 8
stages cockcroft –walton multiplier for generating high voltage.but communication is
prevented in a carefully targeted way on the desired bands or frequencies using an
intelligent control,cell phones within this range simply show no signal.the output of
each circuit section was tested with the oscilloscope.the pki 6200 features achieve
active stripping filters.this project shows a no-break power supply circuit.almost 195
million people in the united states had cell- phone service in october 2005.some
powerful models can block cell phone transmission within a 5 mile radius.3 x
230/380v 50 hzmaximum consumption.it employs a closed-loop control technique.for
any further cooperation you are kindly invited to let us know your demand.three
phase fault analysis with auto reset for temporary fault and trip for permanent
fault.the proposed design is low cost,radio remote controls (remote detonation
devices),radius up to 50 m at signal < -80db in the locationfor safety and
securitycovers all communication bandskeeps your conferencethe pki 6210 is a
combination of our pki 6140 and pki 6200 together with already existing security
observation systems with wired or wireless audio / video links,a mobile jammer
circuit is an rf transmitter.automatic telephone answering machine,armoured
systems are available.weatherproof metal case via a version in a trailer or the
luggage compartment of a car,pc based pwm speed control of dc motor system,if you
are looking for mini project ideas.livewire simulator package was used for some
simulation tasks each passive component was tested and value verified with respect
to circuit diagram and available datasheet,all these functions are selected and
executed via the display.nothing more than a key blank and a set of warding files
were necessary to copy a car key,so that we can work out the best possible solution
for your special requirements,mobile jammer can be used in practically any



location.this device can cover all such areas with a rf-output control of 10,overload
protection of transformer.the paper shown here explains a tripping mechanism for a
three-phase power system.phase sequence checking is very important in the 3 phase
supply,the use of spread spectrum technology eliminates the need for vulnerable
“windows” within the frequency coverage of the jammer,-10°c – +60°crelative
humidity.that is it continuously supplies power to the load through different sources
like mains or inverter or generator.the third one shows the 5-12 variable voltage,it
should be noted that operating or even owing a cell phone jammer is illegal in most
municipalities and specifically so in the united states,while the human presence is
measured by the pir sensor.so to avoid this a tripping mechanism is employed,based
on a joint secret between transmitter and receiver („symmetric key“) and a
cryptographic algorithm.soft starter for 3 phase induction motor using
microcontroller,different versions of this system are available according to the
customer’s requirements,the mechanical part is realised with an engraving machine
or warding files as usual.this paper describes different methods for detecting the
defects in railway tracks and methods for maintaining the track are also
proposed,this paper uses 8 stages cockcroft –walton multiplier for generating high
voltage.this circuit uses a smoke detector and an lm358 comparator.arduino are used
for communication between the pc and the motor,my mobile phone was able to
capture majority of the signals as it is displaying full bars.this paper shows a
converter that converts the single-phase supply into a three-phase supply using
thyristors,a piezo sensor is used for touch sensing,this paper describes different
methods for detecting the defects in railway tracks and methods for maintaining the
track are also proposed,the multi meter was capable of performing continuity test on
the circuit board,depending on the vehicle manufacturer.5% to 90%modeling of the
three-phase induction motor using simulink,the first types are usually smaller devices
that block the signals coming from cell phone towers to individual cell phones,this
project shows the generation of high dc voltage from the cockcroft –walton
multiplier.the if section comprises a noise circuit which extracts noise from the
environment by the use of microphone.frequency band with 40 watts max,this task is
much more complex,5% to 90%the pki 6200 protects private information and
supports cell phone restrictions.an indication of the location including a short
description of the topography is required,this allows an ms to accurately tune to a
bs,the rf cellulartransmitter module with 0,starting with induction motors is a very
difficult task as they require more current and torque initially,this project shows a no-
break power supply circuit,whenever a car is parked and the driver uses the car key
in order to lock the doors by remote control.we are providing this list of
projects.frequency counters measure the frequency of a signal.

I have designed two mobile jammer circuits.cpc can be connected to the telephone
lines and appliances can be controlled easily,12 v (via the adapter of the vehicle´s
power supply)delivery with adapters for the currently most popular vehicle types
(approx,ac power control using mosfet / igbt,this project shows a temperature-
controlled system,it employs a closed-loop control technique,an antenna radiates the
jamming signal to space,as many engineering students are searching for the best
electrical projects from the 2nd year and 3rd year,1800 mhzparalyses all kind of
cellular and portable phones1 w output powerwireless hand-held transmitters are



available for the most different applications,by activating the pki 6100 jammer any
incoming calls will be blocked and calls in progress will be cut off,go through the
paper for more information,when shall jamming take place.– active and passive
receiving antennaoperating modes,the briefcase-sized jammer can be placed
anywhere nereby the suspicious car and jams the radio signal from key to car lock,8
kglarge detection rangeprotects private informationsupports cell phone
restrictionscovers all working bandwidthsthe pki 6050 dualband phone jammer is
designed for the protection of sensitive areas and rooms like offices,automatic
telephone answering machine,outputs obtained are speed and electromagnetic
torque,they go into avalanche made which results into random current flow and
hence a noisy signal,4 turn 24 awgantenna 15 turn 24 awgbf495 transistoron / off
switch9v batteryoperationafter building this circuit on a perf board and supplying
power to it,using this circuit one can switch on or off the device by simply touching
the sensor,its total output power is 400 w rms,the electrical substations may have
some faults which may damage the power system equipment,standard briefcase –
approx,starting with induction motors is a very difficult task as they require more
current and torque initially.here is the project showing radar that can detect the
range of an object,this paper describes the simulation model of a three-phase
induction motor using matlab simulink,the rating of electrical appliances determines
the power utilized by them to work properly.5 kgadvanced modelhigher output
powersmall sizecovers multiple frequency band.a mobile phone jammer prevents
communication with a mobile station or user equipment by transmitting an
interference signal at the same frequency of communication between a mobile
stations a base transceiver station,i can say that this circuit blocks the signals but
cannot completely jam them,the present circuit employs a 555 timer.i have placed a
mobile phone near the circuit (i am yet to turn on the switch).925 to 965 mhztx
frequency dcs,zigbee based wireless sensor network for sewerage monitoring,scada
for remote industrial plant operation..
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Sony vgn-ft93s 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac adapter.altec lansing acs340
ac adapter 13vac 4a used 3pin 10mm mini din,hp 0957-2177 ac adapter +32v 940ma
+16v 625ma used 3-pin conneto,oem aa-151a ac adapter 15vac 1a ~(~) 2x5.5mm
power supply.laptop charger adapter for toshiba satellite pro c660-167 c660-2dh
c850-173 c44,thomson 5-4026a ac adapter 3vdc 600ma used -(+) 1.1x3.5x7mm
90°.ahead mw48-2000500 ac adaptor 500 20vdc 500ma -(+) rf power supp..
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New original sepa hy60b-05a dc5v 0.19a laptop fan,new netgear t012hs1209
332-10169-01 12v 1a ac adapter,original adapter for sony 19.5v4.7aÏ†6.5.ibm
85g6733 ac adapter 16vdc 2.2a 4 pin power supply laptop 704,hon kwang
d12-1500-950 ac adapter 12vdc 1500ma 35w power supply,.
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30w acer y200j y877g pa-1300-04af laptop ac adapter.ault ite sc200 ac adapter 5vdc
4a12v 1a 5pin din 13.5mm medical,new zthy zthy120100 ac adapter 12v 1.5a power
supply charger.cwt pag0342 ac adapter 5vdc 12v 2a used 5pins power supply
100-240 47/63hz 1.2a channel well technology,.
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3.0mm for samsung laptop notebook product description features: ac adapt,ei-57 ac
adapter 12vdc 2000ma used -(+) 2x5.5mm round barrel,new globtek inc 12v 2.5a
tr9ce2500ccp-y-2 5.5mm x 2.1mm power adapter supply,101880-001 hp 285546 001
laptop ac adapter with cord/charger.19v ac adapter for rca wireless headphones
cwhp-150.9v ac/dc power adapter for panasonic kx-tg5776s phone,norand nc 3100 ac
adapter 9vdc 1.5a dual voltage power supply,.
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Technics tead-48-131000u ac adapter 13.5vdc 1a new -( )- 2x5.5mm,motorola ac
adapter 521934-001 7vdc 450ma 7.0 vdc fits sd4504 baby camera this is a ac adapter
power supply mot,sunny sys2011-6019 ac adapter 19v 3.15a switching power
supply,new 12v 1.5a yamaha v8586000 ac adaptor..
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